"Hallucinations"

Hallucinations are false perceptions or sensations. These can be:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perception</th>
<th>Anysia Kiel’s web-site</th>
<th>Anarah’s web-site</th>
<th>additional Psychiatric lingo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hearing*</td>
<td>Clairaudience</td>
<td>Clairaudience</td>
<td>audition hallucinations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeing</td>
<td>Clairvoyance</td>
<td>Clairvoyance</td>
<td>visual hallucinations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasting</td>
<td>Clairgustance</td>
<td>Clairgustance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smelling or</td>
<td>Clairscnt</td>
<td>Clairescence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling</td>
<td>Clairsentience</td>
<td>.. something which</td>
<td>is not really there.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

everything in black, in the table preceding, is excerpted from the “Qld Health web-site”

see Addendum

**Anysia Kiel** web-site

Healing Medium & Author

**Clairvoyance**  “clear seeing” – People who are clairvoyant can receive mental images of people, places, or situations using their third eyes located in the centre of the forehead rather than their physical eyes.

**Clairaudience**  “clear hearing” Those with this ability can receive information from the spirit realm without the use of physical ears. This is also referred to as mental telepathy, which is the communication of information through thoughts. Most mediums use this ability.

**Clairsentience**  “clear feeling” People with this ability can perceive information and psychic impression through feelings. They can feel emotions, as well as environmental
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Subject: Mental Problems
Date: Sat, 31 Oct 2015 14:28:21 +1100
From: John Pink <pinkii [at] aapt.net.au>
To: brisbane@mifq.org.au, gladstone@mifq.org.au, goldcoast@mifq.org.au, sunshinecoast@mifq.org.au, toowoomba@mifq.org.au

DEAR MENTAL ILLNESS FELLOWSHIP QUEENSLAND,

I have extracted the quoted information from your Queensland Health web-site and it is presented following.

The coloured and grey highlighted additions to the text in the quotation are from Anysia Kiel's web-site and the red, underscores and italicised additions are from Anarah's web-site - with the pertinent sections of both esoteric web-sites presented following the quoted section of the Queensland Health web-site.

I would find it a little unnerving to be presenting symptoms of a (serious and chronic) Mental Illness as an affliction when others claim these same symptoms are an ability or gift.

I hope you do the research to determine the co-incidences of these afflictions and psychic development. I have Attached some files to assist you in your research knowing that you will do the best for the people of your state.

Attachments:  
<1a_circledCHAKRAS.gif>,  
<1b_lack_of_Understanding.docx>,  
<1b_EXPLANATIONminus_lack_of_UnderstandingADDENDUM.docx>,  
<2_initiatoryFRAMEWORKcolour.docx>,  
<3_InitiationHuman+Solar.docx>,  
<4_RitesSymbolsInitiation.docx>,  
<5_firstINITIATION.jpg>,  
<6_fourthINITIATIONphysicalCOMPONENTof.JPG>,  
<highACHIEVERweb-page.docx>,  
<highACHIEVER_3_SundayTelegraph10-5-2015newsPage14.JPG> and  
<highACHIEVER_4.JPG>.
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....something which is not really there."
factors such as heat, cold, though none of those things may be physically present. They are also known as empaths. They are wonderful at walking into a place and knowing exactly what happened.

**Clairscent** “clear smelling” – Those who are open to this ability can smell scents without the use of the physical nose. Often mediums will pick up on a certain perfume or food smell that is connected to a person that has passed. They use the clairscent ability to relay this information to those on the Earth.

**Clairgustance** “clear tasting” – People can taste substances without putting anything into their mouths.

**Clairtangency** “clear touching” – Those with this ability can hold an object and pick up on the energetic impressions attached to it. This is also known as psychometry and is very helpful in cases of missing persons.

(clairtangency is just another word for psychometry)

### Anarah’s web-site

**Transformative & Intuitive Healer**

The 5th *(Throat)* Chakra is one of the Higher Chakras and so it resonates with our *Spirit Self*. It houses various psychic abilities like **Clairaudience** (the clear hearing of spirit), **Clairecence** (the ability to smell something psychically) and **Clairgustance** (the ability to experience a taste as part of a psychic experience). These last two abilities while quite rare are definitely a part of our human psychic apparatus. The ability to recall our *astral travel* is housed here, as well as several other abilities that we are not consciously aware of.

John PINK - psychiatry survivor

My response to Julie, from Mental Illness Fellowship Queensland, follows overleaf.
DEAR JULIE,

When I came across this information on the Queensland Health web-site, about the symptoms of Mental Illness, I immediately understood the match(es) with the claimed multiple powers/abilities/gifts related to what I had seen presented for the opening of the Throat Chakra.

I have only very few times 'heard voices' * (been ClairAudient) and, although I didn't find them unnerving or disturbing (they weren't angry), I still class these incidents as unusual. I was aware that I was ClairVoyant in Dreams from about the mid-1980s though and it happens with considerable frequency.

* I think that the intensive Dream journal keeping (at the time) would have had something to do with this low frequency.

With regard to Remote Tasting, Remote Smelling and Remote Feeling ** - I wasn't even aware of them until a few months ago when I was researching (Googling) for information to improve the <2_initiatoryFRAMEWORK.docx> file.

** I remember someone I knew (only a little) claim that they could sense other people's feelings decades ago.

When I came across these symptoms on the Qld Health web-site I immediately understood the similarity with what I understood occurs when the Throat Chakra is enlivened.

To me the latter three powers Remote Tasting/Smelling/Feeling are not well known - especially Remote Tasting and Remote Smelling. I am concerned that someone hasn't obtained the information from the internet, as I did, and converted these powers into a negative sense and included them as symptoms of Mental Illness on the Queensland Health web-site!

The other power Psychometry, where the psychic reads the person/owner of the item (watch, ring, etc.), is very well known and would be difficult to convert to a negative sense. Including this power as a symptom of Mental Illness would be a dead give-away for this reason. The other thing is that I think that those who practice this art would be taught it.

TO ME WHAT I HAVE SEEN ON THE QUEENSLAND HEALTH WEB-SITE, RELATING TO THE SYMPTOMS OF MENTAL ILLNESS, IS MOST DISTURBING BECAUSE IT APPEARS TO HAVE BEEN CONCOCTED RATHER THAN ARRIVED AT BY SCIENTIFIC MEANS!

John PINK  -  B. Met. (technology)

P.S.  Essentially all I have done, to produce all the information I have presented you, is compile a Literature Survey with my experience of recovering from a Nervous Breakdown overlain/interwoven through this Literature Survey.

www.NaturalHumanDevelopment.com

www.PsychiatryExposed.com.au

Involuntary Admission
Addendum 8/11/2016

* The asterisk denotes a case where the more sophisticated word describing the false? perceptions or sensations is NOT used in Psychiatric lingo. If ClairAudience replaced “hearing voices” it would be a dead giveaway and most people would understand that this person experiencing a Severe and Chronic MENTAL HEALTH PROBLEM is developing psychic ability(ies)!

One more example of proof that Psychiatry is not a SCIENCE - in any shape, manner or form - is that the “Hallucinations” or false? perceptions or sensations come down to the FIVE senses. There must be some guiding principle for this to occur and a search/investigation should have been conducted to determine the cause for this commonality in the “Hallucinations”. In science when someone gets the same result, or a frequent result, there is something causing this and tests are conducted or examination is embarked upon until the reason for the commonality is discovered!